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INTRODUCTION
During the bull runs when people
were making alot of money they
forgot the main purpose of Bitcoin
was to make the exchange of all
currencies democratic so that
everyone can exchange in one single
currency without loosing there hard
earned money , Having Google Rates
or better rates by purchasing crypto
currency using your FIAT currency
and then exchanging it to the
matched peers in your desired
country.

DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice,
trading advice or recommendation by PToPeer, its affiliated, or its respected
officers, directors, managers, employees, agents and advisors on the merits
of purchasing ptop coin nor it should be relied upon in connection with any
other contract or purchasing decision. Coin ptop, including but not limited to
the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“ptop
coin”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or
exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any
terminology used in website or within the app is intended only as a basic
reference, without any effective or legal of the same terms in a regulated
and/or financial environment.
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Products
 Developing a new exchange for ptop transactions.
 Debit cards for the coin holders.
 Staking crypto and earning fiat for coin holders.

PToPeer Supported Chains







OKEx Chain.
Binance Smart Chain.
Avalanche.
Ethereum.
Polygon (MATIC).
Fantom.
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Roadmap
November 1 2021
Token Creation, Website Development, Whitepaper and Pre-ICO

December 6 2021

Marketing, Promotion, Token Launch at gate.io(startup)

January 3 2022
Technical start for Democratic Money Transfer, Token Burn , More Listings and Reward
Distributions

February 7 2022
Fiat Launch, Peer to Peer testing and More Listings

April 18
Initiating the Fiat to Crypto Transfer with 1 Fiat Currency

July 5
Adding more Fiat currencies to make the democratic transfer of money possible.
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TOKENOMICS

Contact US





support@ptopeer.com
https://twitter.com/P_ToPeer
https://t.me/joinchat/hlsmyuil1JphZjE5
https://ptopeer.com
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